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Success Cases

UNV

About Uniview

Uniview is a leading global manufacturer of professional video surveillance devices and solutions. As first to invent the 
network camera in China, Uniview has continued to bring cutting-edge technologies to the industry. Uniview provides 
complete product lines including network camera, network video recorder, storage, transmission, display devices and VMS. 
With integrated solutions for various industries including retail, healthcare, finance, transportation, industrial park, and 
more, we are committed to bringing better security to the marketplace for building a better world.
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Building Video
Surveillance
Solution

Uniview provided complete solution to reduce the rate of crime through install-
ing 4MP UNV dome camera in the entrance. With the WDR function and other 
functions such as ROI (Region of Interest), digital noise reduction and 9:16 
corridor mode, the safety level of museum was improved.

The Memory and Tolerance Museum, Mexico

Uniview o�ered user-friendly IK10 vandal proof IR bullet with motorized lens 
to monitor all areas inside and outside of the building. It is much easier for 
security o�icers to quickly manage potential dangerous situations with the 

help of UNV products and solution.

Sports Arena in Lazio, Italy

Uniview provides all-weather adopted video surveillance solutions such as 
corridor mode, WDR and anti-corrosion. In addition, Uniview uses professional 
IP storage which is over 2PB to improve the level of data safety, and is capable 
of 90 days 7/24 high density mass data storage. UNV IP cameras and IP storage 
are able to provide standard protocol to work with 3rd party VMS.

Hilton Hotels and Resorts, UAE

Uniview adopted low light, smart IR, 120dB WDR and 3D digital noise 
reduction technology to easily provide high quality picture and avoid 
exposing important objects with details under the dark environment and 

high light contrast condition.

California Tower, Hong Kong
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Challenges and Solutions
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Highlight Features

WDRCorridor Mode
Fisheye

U-code
Privacy Mask

WDR Deliver clear and visible images under high-contrast lighting condition, ideal for entrances and exits.

U-code Unique encoding technology helps saving networking bandwidth and storage HDD.

Corridor Mode Reduce invalid monitoring regions at hallway.

Fisheye 360 degree panoramic view at lobby.

Privacy Mask Protect privacy better.


